
The Outlaw Skydiver’s Charity Calendar 

Submission Guidelines 
 

 

 
 

 
In late 2021, The Outlaws will offer for sale the Outlaw Skydiver’s 
Charity Calendar for 2022. I’m soliciting the photos to be 
considered and used in the final calendar from anyone in the 
worldwide skydiving community. You don’t have to be a Registered 
Outlaw to submit photos, and you may submit photos to be 
considered for the calendar at anytime up until the end of June 
2021. Both the final calendar photos and the receiving charity will 
be voted on by my subscribers. Here are the submission guidelines. 
Please read them carefully. 
 

 I’m looking for two things: The most unusual old school 
skydiving photos and the best old school nude skydiving 
pictures. 

 
For any photo submitted, please send me a back story. In other 
words, tell me the who, what, when and where of the photo. 
 
For a photo to be considered “unusual,” it must be just that. 
Defining “unusual” is difficult, so send me what you think is 
unusual and I’ll decide from there. 
 

 Nude photos MUST NOT BE PORN! If a photo even appears to 
be porn, it will not be shown or used. Just to be clear, any 



photo that shows a sexual act of any kind will be not 
considered.  

 
Full nudity is allowed. No photo of anyone under the age of 18 at 
the time the photo was taken will be used. If there is any question 
of that, you will be contacted. 
 

 Photos must have something to do with old school 
parachuting and the meaning and time period should fit the 
theme of the calendar. I will be the full judge of that. 

 

 Voting for the photos and the charity that will benefit will take 
place on my website during July 2021 and will be open to my 
subscribers only. Subscribing is free and your info is never 
shared. Sign up on my website. 

 

 The photos submitted and selected for consideration will be 
posted on my website as they are chosen. I will notify everyone 
by email and social media as they are posted. 

 

 If you took the photo, say so in your email, and expressly give 
me permission to use the photo. If the photo is not your photo, 
I will follow all applicable copyright laws when possible. 

 

 Please send photos in .jpeg formats only! 
 
All submitters will receive a free Outlaw decal or patch, but only if 
you send me a mailing address with your submission and please 
tell me if you wish a patch or a decal. You may submit as many 

photos as you wish. One decal or patch per entrant.  
 
These guidelines and rules are subject to change at any time. 
 
Please use my email address (bottom of page) for all submissions 
and communications regarding the calendar. 
 
HAPPY 2021! LET'S HAVE SOME FUN! 
 
Email to: mike@mikemarcon.rocks 

mailto:mike@mikemarcon.rocks


 
Website is: www.mikemarcon.rocks 

 

 

http://www.mikemarcon.rocks/

